
Geltaftan: firing-clay 
Geltaftan is a coll1posite 
word coilled by Khalili 
jronl Persiall - gel, ill 
commoll use meallillg clay 
and taftan meaningfirillg, 
baking and weavil1g. 

Text by 
E. Nader Khalili, 
extracted jrom his book Racing 
Alone, published by Harper 
and Rowand reprinted with 
permission. 
Photographs are by the autho,·. 

Iran: Geltaftan 
Building with the Elements 

Nader Khalili, an Iranian architect with a 
vision if building using earth, water, air and 
jire, to produce low cost earthquake resistant 
housing presents possibilities that could be of 
considerable value to Al'Chitecture in Develop
ment. His ideas have been realised in two 
products, the Javedabad school and the Chaleh 
Majid rehabilitation project. 

The following experience records some if his 
philosophy revealed through the jiring if a 
building in 1980, just after the revolution in 
Iran. It is a tale best told in his' own poetic 
language: 

"Once I build the house out if the earth and 
sculpt the spaces inside, once I have the suifaces 
covered with ceramic glaze coating, then I will 
stm1 my great jire and create an eternal beauty; 
the beauty of a ceramic glazed house. And when 
the house is built, when the house is glazed and 
jired, to a solid structure, then no heat if the sun 
can penetrate it easily, no cold if the winter can 
enter it fast, no rain or flood can wash it away 
and no earthquake can destroy it." 

T he earth tremors we have 
in this part of the world 
are like misery; they only 
hit the poor. To fight with 
the earthquake and to 
build a resistance into the 
houses for the poor was 

the reason this whole thing started for me 
many years ago. Western education gave 
me an easy answer: build them right; build 
with concrete and steel. It took me a long 
time to comprehend that this answer was 
neither easy nor right. 

My buildings will stand all the shaking 
the earth can give ... I build my houses 
completely separated from Mother Earth. 
The cocoons; the domes, the vaults and the 
shells, are going to sit on sand. The foun
dations are buried in the ground, but the 
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houses will sit separate and free on top and 
let the earth shake in and out from under
neath. 

Tabas, an ancient city lying at the edge 
of the great salt desert in Iran; a city whose 
fine architecture was created from earth .. . 
exists no more. One evening, one mighty 
earth tremble and it had all fallen flat and 
become part of the horizon; the earth had 
fallen to earth and the dust to dust. 

The earthquake with its 7.7 magnitude hit 
Tabas at 7.38 pm, 16th September, 1978. 
Khalili managed to "hitch a ride" on an official 
helicopter carrying a team to inspect the damage. 

As we land, officials come to meet 
officials and arrange a guided tour for the 
authorised architects and engineers. By the 
time I walk to the temporary camp nearly 
and talk to some survivors the guided tour 
is back. 

Top: Mr. E. Nader Khalili. 
Below: The rows of classrooms and their vaults which 
al'e built at O/le ;l1etl'e sequences of tile Javedabad 
Elementary School (1I0W a girl's school). Millta" 
Asghar, the village ,naSOIl, his SOil alld his assistallt 
built this 500 sqllal'e metre buildillg ill four mOlltits. 



In the last moments before they leave, 
the mayor who has lost his town and his 
family - a little old man in grief - rushes 
toward them and tries to get in a word: 
"Please remember we need water ... the 
rest of the corpses still have to be dug out. 
Most important of all, the trees - the trees 
must be saved from dying ". Tabas is 
nothing without them." 

"Don't worry," says the chief official 
architect ... "we will build you a new 
town, a modem prefab town. It takes only 
a few weeks. We already have the plans. 
The programmes and the fmancial recom
mendations are all ready." 

The myth of earthquake-proof struc
tures created by the specialists and govern
ment advisors should be uncovered. Sixty
five thousand villages of Iran should wait 
for three thousand years if they are hoping 
to be rebuilt with these technocrats ' re
cipies: "Government should not invest in 
any type of building that does not follow 
the seismic code "." 

I agree with them, but only: 
if there are enough engineers to design 

them. 
if the engineers would be ready to leave 

Right, above: Closing the last pal1 of a vault roof over 
a classroom. The vault is built from both mds to create 
a skylight over the classroom. 
Right: A home-made torch, a traditional kerosene 
burner for ceramic kilns, is used to bake the building. 
The torch is placed in front of a door 01' window 
opening which is then closed by stacking mud bricks, 
making the room into a kiln. The torch is connected to 
oil barrels on the roof which supplies oil by gravity 
flow to the torch. Once the torch is hot it changes the oil 
into a mist of gas and shoots it asfire into the room. In 
this photograph the torch is being tested in an open door; 
later the torch was shut off, the door opening blocked and 
the torch ignited again. 
Below: A typical classroom. A north end window, 
behind the students, is the main light source. The 
skylight, above the blackboard, and the partially 
glassed door also bring in additional light. 
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their city comforts and go to supervise. 
if there are roads to these villages. 
if there are enough supplies of imported 

concrete and steel ... 
if the steel and cement are not used as 

symbols of wealth ... 
if these materials could withstand the 

scorching heat and the freezing cold to 
make life bearable. 

if they would be accepted by the villa
gers. 

And if all these were possible, and we 
were able to replace all 'native' buildings 
with these so-called 'modem and earth
quake-proof' buildings, at the end we 
would have nothing but a disaster: the loss 
of a wealth of culture and tradition. 

The greatest problem in rehabilitating 
the villages is not the money, the manpow
er or the material, it is rehabilitation from 
an imported culture shock. To reverse the 
fatal propaganda that results in the blind 
copying of the ways of the capital city and 
losing respect for their own values will 
need a revolution by itself 

K halili's search for appropriate 
building takes him all over 
the desert and back to the 
traditional kilns some of 
which are over a century old. 
He hits upon the idea of ====== baking a house in the same 

way that a kiln is baked. In his experiments he 
realises that every time a kiln is fired only 16 per 
cent of the energy is used to change earth into 
brick. The remaining 84 percent of the fuel is 
wasted in baking the walls and the ceiling. He 
devises a system by which he can fire his room 
- and gives this system the name Geltaftan: 
firing-clay. 

For his experiment Khalili chooses a poor 
village without electricity. He builds his house 
with the help of the villagers and invites the 
children to draw on the inside walls and himself 
writes the name of God, Geltaftan and earth, 
water, ail' and fire, to commemorate the event. 
With the help of Ali Aga, 'the master offire,' an 
old man he met in a potter's shop outside 
Tehran, he starts the fire that will bake the 
house. 
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Above: Two barrels of oil on a steel base on top of the 
roof are being checked by an architectural student 
volunteer. The barrels are placed on a roof which is not 
being }ired. The clouds of steam continues Jor around 
10 hours until the adobe has given off all its water. The 
structure is baked to brick in approximately 24 hours. 
Right, above: A }ire dome section of the arcade-corridor 
is being }ired by jive torches. The photograph was 
taken from an observation or peep hole. 
Right: The aI'cade connecting the classrooms and the 
administrative wing has been plastered. 
Far right: The east coUltyard of the school, seen }i'om a 
rooftop. Behind the white-washed wall is the adminis
trative wing. The foreground shows a neighbouring 
house ruined by rain, snow and earth tremors. The 
school building has already endured two winters with 
heavy rain and snow with no ill effects. 

The system of firing is like this: we put 
two oil barrels on top of the roof to give us 
about 6 metres head of pressure. We put 
the torch underneath the room in a fire plt 
which has access from the outside. We 
connect the barrels to the torch with a pipe 
... the kerosene oil flows to the torch ... 
which changes the kerosene to gas ... and 
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jet the fire into the room constantly. 
Ali Aga is such a master of all this that I 

don't dare make any new suggestions. "I 
have done this for 45 years, I can listen to 
and speak to a fire ," he says. 

We first start with a slow fire ... by 9.00 
pm we have used 170 lit res of kerosene, 
which means 33 litres per hour. 

I look at the fire and ask, "How high is 
this fire?" 

"Oh, around 850 (degrees centigrade), 
maybe 900," he replies . 

... we get up and look through the 
peephole every few minutes. Ali Aga calls 
me. "Aga Mohandes (Mr. Engineer) , 
come and look." 

And I look. I see one of the most 
beautiful sights I have seen in my life: the 
word Water is shimmering on the wall. It 
looks as if it is melting. The words Earth, 
Air and Fire, too, are shining and emitting 
light. The picture of the dome and the 
vault and the word Geltaftan stand out 
with dark and spangling outlines. 

I go to the roof for the last time before 
we shut down the fire ... I kneel on the 
roof, looking through the vast horizon 
under the full moon, then glazing through 
the roof into the room and devouring with 
my eyes all that I can behold. 

(I see) the dying of a high-fired space. 
Since the torches are off there is no fuel and 
there is no flame, but the room itself is 
emitting fire ... A fired room doesn't die all 
at once ... The whole room after a while 
starts glowing in a deep red colour, then 
adobe blocks of the walls and the ceiling 
become an amber colour, while the mortar 
lines between them change to a pure gold. 

For someone who has never made a 
single piece of ceramics in his life, glazing a 
room for a start is the peak of an experience 
worthy to end five years of Racing Alone. 
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Far left: A room is glazed with 
the ceramic glaze finish. 
Experiments were made with 
single and double fire techniques 
and native glazes. The first 
firing changes the suifaces to 
bisque and the second firing 
glazes the suifaces. 
Left: Twelve houses were' 
rehabilitated in Ghaleh Mofld 
village in 1980. Three of the 
houses by the Geltaftangroup 
and the others by the villagers 
themselves. The wOl'k was 
financed by the provincial 
Governor of Tehran at an 
average cost of US$8 per 
square metre. The fuel cost for 
each house was about US$52. 
Each cubic metre of the building 
usesfrom 15 to 20 litres of oil, 
in the baking process. 
Left, below: A kava! kiln near 
the Ghaleh Mofld village was 
used in the past to fire clay 
aquaduct pipes (kaval). The 
kiln is a room 3.5 metres X 7 
metres X 3 metres high and is 
of a similar size to a village 
house room. This kiln has been 
abandoned for over fifty years 
and is one of thousands all over 
Iran. 

E. Nader Khalili, architect, 
bom in Tehran in 1937, 
received his architectural 
education in Iran, Turkey and 
the U.S.A. He has built both 
in Iran and the u.S.A. For 
the last six years he has 
travelled in the Middle East 
and served with Iranian 
masta-craftsmen, developing 
prototypes for his Geltaftan 
housing. He has designed 
another system called Sardgah 
by which the architecture of 
traditional ice-reserves is used as 
energy for cooling. 

At present he is a visiting 
professor of Arts at 
Pitzer-Claremont Colleges in 
California and is conducting 
wOl·kshops for American 
Indians in Arizona arid New 
Mexico with the Institute of 
American Indian Arts. 


